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Background to the project…
Broad aim:
To enhance the quality and flexibility of
teaching and learning in the Faculty of Health
through the development of on-line resources
And from our perspective:
To enhance students’ preparation for clinical
practice through bridging nexus between
theory and practice
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The CDM-Nursing program..

 Self-directed, on-line learning resource designed for
undergraduate nursing students

 Series of self contained scenarios integrated into the
on-campus clinical component of the Bachelor of
Nursing program

 Scenarios based on ‘real life’ clinical situations and
associated problems

 Increasing complexity as students progress from
Clinical Practice 1 5
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Pedagogical underpinnings of the CDM-
Nursing program..

 informed by principles derived from a constructivist framework
- learning as an individual construction within the learner’s
environment

 anchoring of learning activities to a larger task,

 design of authentic tasks,

 supporting and challenging the learner's thinking,

 testing of ideas against alternative views and alternative contexts,
and

 reflection on the content learned and the learning process
(Savery & Duffy 1995)

 technology supports knowledge construction - it does not
define it, and technology based teaching/learning tools should
be part of the learning process and not ends in themselves
(Jones 1996)
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What does the CDM-Nursing program look
like?
Home
Help
Tools
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Scenarios
Clinical Decision Making in Nursing
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The CDM-Nursing program..
Scenarios
Identify the
priorities
Plan the
patient’s care
Introduction
This is your first clinical practicum. You have just arrived
on the ward for the morning shift. The nurse in charge
tells you that you are to look after Mrs Brammer. What
are her problems? What are the priorities? What do you
need to do? These and many other questions shoot
through your mind.
After carefully looking at the information you have
gathered some answers begin to emerge. Eventually a
plan of care for Mrs Brammer is put together. But what
are the key elements of this plan? What care will you
provide for Mrs Brammer?
To find out more click on IDENTIFY THE PRIORITIES
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Yesterday Mrs Brammer was hospitalised for the management of a severe
respiratory infection. It is your first clinical practicum and you have just arrived in
the ward to participate in the AM shift. The Clinical Nurse Consultant turns to you
and says:
“OK” you say. “I’ll do my best.”
To help you in this task, you can find more information about Mrs Brammer by
going to the NURSES’ CENTRE and looking for the information you need.
When you have found the information that you are after, think carefully about what
it means in terms of immediate problems to be addressed by the nurse. Make a list
of priorities for Mrs Brammer’s care today, justifying the decisions you have
reached. Submit your priorities by clicking on the Submit button.
Identify the
priorities
Go to the
Nurses’ Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your
priorities
The CDM-Nursing program…
“I want you to look after Mrs Brammer today. She needs help with
her Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and her condition needs to be
carefully monitored. She has meds to be given and I’ve noticed
that she doesn’t seem to be eating or drinking too well. RN Smith
(the registered nurse in charge of Mrs Brammer’s care) is pretty
busy at the moment, and will really appreciate your help in putting
Mrs Brammer’s plan of care together for today.”
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The CDM-Nursing program…
Identify the priorities
Go to the Nurses’
Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your priorities
Patient Files Computer Bookshelf Handover Phone
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Patient Files Computer
Nursing Assessment Haematology report
Progress Notes Microbiology report
Bookshelf Handover
Text References Video sequence:
On-line journal articles RN pre-briefing
student on Mrs B.
The CDM- Nursing program…
Identify the
priorities
Go to the Nurses’
Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your
priorities
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The CDM-Nursing program…
Patient’s description of the problem
Ask the patient questions?
Patient’s charts
Observation charts
Medication chart
Fluid balance charts
Observe the patient
Identify the
priorities
Go to the Nurses’
Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your
priorities
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By now you will have gathered a lot of information
about Mrs Brammer. In order to provide
appropriate nursing care you need to carefully
analyse, the data you have collected and Identify
the Priorities for her care today.
Write what you think are the priorities in a Word (or
RTF) file, then click on the link to submit your file.
After submission, you can still access and view
your file, but the only other person who can view
your file is your lecturer.
If you would like some help before submitting your
priorities, click on the HINTS link below.
Once you’ve submitted your file you can obtain
some feedback by clicking on the EXPERT
OPINION.
The CDM-Nursing program…
Identify the
priorities
Go to the
Nurses’ Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your
priorities
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The CDM-Nursing program…
Identify the
priorities
Go to the
Nurses’ Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your
priorities
Expert Opinion
Hello again! There certainly are a number of
important nursing interventions to be included
in Mrs Brammer’s care today. I hope that
you’ve come up with positioning, oxygen
therapy, bed bathing, assistance with using the
commode, encouragement with oral fluids and
oral hygiene. There’s also her respiratory “obs”
and medication administration. And there’s the
monitoring of side effects etc.
Did you also pick up from the medical notes that she is scheduled for
another chest X-ray today? Of course, as Mrs Brammer’s condition
improves the priorities will change. But these are key areas for her
nursing care right now.
Well done in what you’ve come up with so far. Your task now is to
apply what you’ve learned about Mrs Brammer to the planning of her
care for today.
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The CDM-Nursing program…
Patient Files Computer Bookshelf Handover Phone
Identify the priorities
Go to the Nurses’
Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your priorities
Plan the patient’s care
Go to the Nurses’
Centre
Visit the patient
Submit your plan
Review
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Outcomes - As a learning tool:
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As a learning tool:
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Students’ comments (as a learning tool):

 “Made you think back on all that you had learned in theory and apply it to
prac”

 “Allowed me to think through things at my own pace and give me an idea
of what to expect” and “you hear about all this stuff in class but it doesn’t
make sense until you experience it”

 “Helped to work out REAL problems in the clinical setting … good reality
check”

 “It was great because you got a full picture of what nursing care involves”
and “it really highlights the large number of resources available to nurses
when planning a patient’s care”

 The CDM is a wonderful addition to the program. Planning patient care is
a daunting job. You can have all the information and skills in the world but
unless you understand how to analyse info it’s useless. Using a real life
situation makes it interesting and really gets you to consider the whole
person – not just the disease”
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Outcomes - As a teaching strategy:
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Students’ comments (as a teaching
strategy):

 “A useful addition to the current curriculum as it develops different skills to
the other areas”

 “Would be good to do in pairs or groups of 3 as it leads to discussion and
we can learn from each other”

 ‘Doing it from home or uni is great – I’d do it at home”

 ‘You need to include more abbreviations, specially the video clip – that’s
what it’s like”

 “You can’t gain all your skills from a computer - nursing isn’t done on a
computer so don’t ever get rid of unilabs”
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Things we’ve learned so far?
Importance of:

 User-friendly language

 Realistic yet ‘opportunistic’ approach

 ‘Restraining’ the amount of content

 ‘Scene-setting’ for students

 Availability of learning support

 Feedback on students’ work

 Attention to technical aspects, eg. file sizes,
navigation, video accessibility, readibility of resources
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Where to from here?

 Expand usage of the Nursing CDM program into all
clinical units in the undergraduate program

 Further develop the template to allow a ‘longitudinal’
element within scenarios

 Add an electronic workbook into the template

 Improve students’ access to learning support as they
work through the program
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